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Impromptu Networking





Self-management: what is it and why are 
people interested in it now?



“Self-managing organisations are
those that radically decentralise authority in a 

formal and systematic way throughout the 
organisation.”

Source: “Self-managing organizations: Exploring the limits of less-hierarchical 

organizing” by Amy Edmondson and Michael Y. Lee



Only 15% of 
employees worldwide 
are engaged

Only 12% of employees in 
Europe say they’re always 

consulted before objectives are 
set for their work

Excess of 
bureaucracy costs 
the U.S. economy 
more than $3 trillion 
in lost economic 
output



Health and social care



Myth #1: 
There is no structure and therefore it’s chaos



FROM... TO...
Decision-making through hierarchy Clear, distributed decision-making processes

Static job descriptions Detailed, dynamic roles (often granular)

Information shared on need-to-know basis or 

held by managers

Transparent sharing of information

Performance management and annual reviews Clarity of what good looks like and feedback 

processes owned by individuals and teams

Conflict resolution managed through HR Peer-owned conflict “transformation” processes

Self-managing organisations reinvent 5 key processes:





Roles, Confirmation 
Practices and Values 



Clear Roles and Accountabilities



Confirmation Practices based on Roles



Myth #2: 
Decision making takes a long time



Control Accountability Participation Speed

Role-based Individual Decision maker None Fastest

Majority vote Collective Collective Yes (but superficial) Fast

Advice process Individual Decision maker Yes Medium

Consent Collective Collective Yes Medium

Consensus/
unanimity

Collective Collective Yes Slow

Decision making styles Source: Adapted from Samantha Slade’s “Going Horizontal”



Decision-Making
Role-based, tactical and 

governance meetings 



Decision-Making
Role based, tactical and 

governance meetings 





Breakout room discussion:
What have you heard? 

What does it mean for me? 
What questions do you have?



Myth #3: 
People do what they want and there is no 

accountability
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Accountability

“Caring parent”

“Critical parent”

Adult-to-adult

Source: Adapted from Amy C. Edmondson’s “Teaming”

From parent-child to adult-adult



Accountability
Team agreements  - clarity 
about what is OK and not 

OK 



Source: 

Brené Brown’s 

“Dare to Lead”





Team Agreements











Myth #4: 
There is no leadership



From parenthood to partnership...

“We already know how to be good parents at work. 

The alternative, partnership, is something we are just 
learning about. Our difficulty with creating partnership 
is that parenting is so deeply ingrained in our muscle 
memory and armature that we don’t even realise we are 
doing it.”
– Peter Block, Stewardship











Follow-up blog based on your questions 
coming soon…!



Lisa Gill

Connect with Lisa on LinkedIn

Twitter: @disruptandlearn

lisa.gill@tuffleadershiptraining.com

Podcast: Leadermorphosis

Helen Sanderson

Connect with Helen on LinkedIn

Twitter: @HelenWBTeam

helen@wellbeingteams.org

Podcast: A Cup of Teal

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisa-gill-23815a4/
https://twitter.com/disruptandlearn
mailto:lisa.gill@tuffleadershiptraining.com
http://leadermorphosis.co/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/helensandersonhsa/
https://twitter.com/HelenWBTeam
mailto:helen@wellbeingteams.org
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/a-cup-of-teal-with-helen-sanderson/id1476437378


More resources to keep learning
Books: 

Reinventing Organisations by Frederic Laloux

Brave New Work by Aaron Dignan

Going Horizontal by Samantha Slade

Tools:

The Ready – tension and practice cards

Helen’s blog about Confirmation Practices

Thinking Tools on the Think About Your Life website and more about One Page Profiles

Other:

Lisa’s blog on 10 components for self-management and the shift from parenthood to 

partnership in organisations

https://theready.com/cards
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/confirmation-practices-rethinking-performance-andy-sanderson-frsa/
https://thinkaboutyourlife.org/tools/
http://helensandersonassociates.co.uk/person-centred-practice/one-page-profiles/
https://medium.com/the-ready/10-components-that-successfully-abolished-hierarchy-in-70-companies-b90265d019ad
https://medium.com/@reimaginaire/from-patriarchy-to-partnership-4c0e13455784
https://medium.com/@reimaginaire/from-patriarchy-to-partnership-4c0e13455784

